Update #1
Attached are pictures of the suspect vehicle leaving the Medicine Shoppe on E. 32nd Street. It appears the vehicle is possibly a Nissan Altima or similar vehicle with tinted windows and aftermarket wheels.
The Joplin Police Department is requesting your assistance with identifying this subject. If you have any information please call 417-623-3131 #0.

NEWS RELEASE

On May 6, 2016, at 5:53 PM, the Joplin Police Department responded to a report of an armed robbery at The Medicine Shoppe, 2131 E. 32nd, St. An employee inside the store called and reported that a subject armed with a firearm was inside the store with employees and that he was robbing the store.
The initial officers responded and began to establish a perimeter when the subject fled the scene in a vehicle.
Officers gave chase but were unable to catch the vehicle. There were no injuries sustained in this incident.
Attached are photos of the suspect and the vehicle used. The vehicle is described as a dark-colored or possibly black Honda Accord. The suspect is described as a white male, 5’10”, 6’, blue eyes, medium build.
The suspect obtained miscellaneous pharmaceutical drugs and an undisclosed amount of money. The Joplin Police Department is requesting your assistance with identifying this subject. If you have any information please call 417-623-3131 #0.
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